36 Hydrologists and other users need to know the uncertainty of the satellite rainfall data sets across 37 the range of time/space scales over the whole domain of the data set. Here, `uncertainty' refers to 38 the general concept of the `deviation' of an estimate from the reference (or ground truth) where 39 the deviation may be defined in multiple ways. This uncertainty information can provide insight 40 to the user on the realistic limits of utility, such as hydrologic predictability, that can be achieved 41 with these satellite rainfall data sets. However, satellite rainfall uncertainty estimation requires 42 ground validation (GV) precipitation data. On the other hand, satellite data will be most useful 43 over regions that lack GV data, for example developing countries. This paper addresses the open 44 issues for developing an appropriate uncertainty transfer scheme that can routinely estimate 45 various uncertainty metrics across the globe by leveraging a combination of spatially-dense GV 46 data and temporally sparse surrogate (or proxy) GV data, such as the Tropical Rainfall 47 Measuring Mission (TRMM) Precipitation Radar and the Global Precipitation Measurement 59 However, at very low GV data density (<20% of the domain), the transfer accuracy is too low to 60 show any distinction as a fiinction of the timescale of transfer. 61 62
48
(GPM) mission Dual-Frequency Precipitation Radar. The TRMM Multi-satellite Precipitation 49 Analysis (TMPA) products over the US spanning a record of 6 years are used as a representative 50 example of satellite rainfall. It is shown that there exists a quantifiable spatial structure in the 51 uncertainty of satellite data for spatial interpolation. Probabilistic analysis of sampling offered by 52 the existing constellation of passive microwave sensors indicate that transfer of uncertainty for 53 hydrologic applications may be effective at daily time scales or higher during the GPM era.
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Finally, a commonly used spatial interpolation technique (kriging), that leverages the spatial 55 correlation of estimation uncertainty, is assessed at climatologic, seasonal, monthly and weekly 56 timescales. It is found that the effectiveness of kriging is sensitive to the type of uncertainty 57 metric, time scale of transfer and the density of GV data within the transfer domain. Transfer 58 accuracy is lowest at weekly timescales with the error doubling from monthly to weekly. 87 to resolve satellite rainfall data at the required smaller space-time scales for hydrologic 88 prediction (e.g., Forman et al., 2009; Bindlish and Barros, 2000) . Each option leads to non-89 negligible uncertainty in hydrologic simulation. In the first case, the major source of this 90 uncertainty is due to the algorithmic and sampling uncertainty (for passive microwave-PMW 91 sensors) of satellite rainfall data at the native scale. In the second case, the primary source of 92 uncertainty is due to the statistical disaggregation technique that further propagates the native 93 scale uncertainty to sub-grid uncertainty in ways that are not well understood (see for example, 104
In-sitar rainfall information from rain gauge networks is generally considered the standard 105 choice for GV data (Villarim and Krajewski, 2007; Habib et al., 2004; McCollum et al., 2002) .
106
Such data is often referred to as `reference' or `truth'. However, in-site gauges are point 107 measurements and unless there exists a dense network to adequately capture the space-time 108 variability of rainfall process, its use for validating areal-averaged satellite rainfall data for 109 surface hydrologic processes remains questionable (Ciach and Krajewski, 1999 194 where y(h) is the semi-variance at spatial lag `h', co represents the nugget variance (i.e., the 195 minimum variability observed or the `noise' level at a separation distance of 0); c is the sill 196 variance (when spatial lag is infinite); and a is the correlation length. Figure Figure 4a ). Overall, 288 their assessment indicated that `transfer' uncertainty metrics from a gauged to an ungauged 289 location through spatial interpolation has merit for selected uncertainty metrics. In Figure 4b 300 Also, at the climatologic scales, the spatial stricture of uncertainty can be expected to be well 301 defined and reasonably homogenous (longer correlation lengths of uncertainty that lead to high 302 accuracy for kriging; see Figure 2 ). Furthermore, the use of the correlation measure may not 303 necessary reflect the most rigorous assessment of accuracy for the transfer of error metrics. For 304 example, there may be high correlation even with large systematic bias in the `kriged' error 305 metric at non-GV grid boxes. In this study, we therefore explored the effectiveness of kriging at 
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In summary, developing an uncertainty transfer scheme that is amenable to operational 390 implementation for estimation of uncertainty metrics for satellite rainfall data over regions 391 lacking surface GV data is a necessary requirement for current and future satellite precipitation 392 missions to advance their hydrologic potential. Hydrologist users around the world need to have 393 a clear understanding of the pros and cons of applying satellite rainfall data for terrestrial 394 hydrologic applications at a given scale if the benefit of these missions is to be maximized. One 395 way of facilitating the understanding is through the routine provision of various measures of 396 uncertainty that are of hydrologic relevance. If this uncertainty information is provided alongside 397 the global and more frequent precipitation observational capability planned in GPM, it will 398 permit us to refine knowledge from physical and hydrologic models that can then be converted to 399 local and global strategies for water resources management. Work is currently undergoing to 400 address some of the open issues discussed above and we hope to report them in the near future. 
